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11TH August 2008
We began somewhat hesitantly on this occasion.
A rather nasty type of summer cold had been
about and in particular, Eileen was left with a
cough which could really be a nuisance. She had a
drink of water and we hoped for the best...
Lilian: Good evening to you Salumet.
Good evening.
All: Good evening.
I thank you for your welcome. As always, I am
pleased to join with you once more. The
instrument has been concerned about
communication with us, but we will try to help
in any way that we can. There are many of you
in need at this time. Be assured that those in our
world will draw close to you this night and we
hope that you will feel the benefit of our love.
Lilian: I’m sure we will.
George: Thank you. There do seem to be a few
viruses and germs about at the moment.
None of you are infallible!
Laughs
Therefore it is not unusual for you, any of you,
to be plagued by human ailments. So do not be
overly concerned. Each one of you finds strength
in illness and overcoming many obstacles in your
daily lives. This is part of the growth of spirit—
but you fully understand this, therefore I will not
repeat my words. This time, my dear friends, I
wish to say to you just a little about your own
growth which you know, each one of you, how
much and how far you have travelled the road of
knowledge and Truth. In your world, since the
beginning of human existence, we hear so often:
‘Show us the way.’ Or: ‘Why are we here?’,
‘What is the purpose of life?’ You, my dear
friends, have travelled with me along a pathway
of discovery, of knowledge, of truth—truth that
has always been. You have made discoveries,
not only about yourselves, but about mankind
and all those who exist within this planet. Not
only that, you have been associated with mind
connection, with planets further afield and this,
my dear friends, you have all accepted, you have
all gained from this knowledge.
George: Yes. You have brought us riches beyond
measure, Salumet, of which we are so
appreciative. It is, of course, our earnest wish
that we can place all these facts before others

and we strive to do this, and there is much
enjoyment in that as well. So, thank you!
Yes. You have grown, but the purpose of
growing spiritually is that you continue to
expand that consciousness. We have spoken
much about Time, Energy and Growing ... so
many things over time have we not? What I
would like to say to you all this time is: I would
like to take you just a step further in your
understanding. You know full well that when
you discard these physical overcoats, that you
are once more reborn to spirit. Of this there is
no doubt within your human brains and
thinking. You have accepted that mind belongs
to spirit and that there is much that is open and
waiting to be experienced. So we come to the
first question placed before us: ‘show us the
way’. This, my dear friends, this is what I have
tried to achieve with you over the many years
that we have come together. (Salumet first came
through on 27th June 1994) You have moved
forward in your thinking, in your experience of
spirit, of your understanding of all things greater
than yourselves, because you know you have
accepted that you are more than yourself; you
are all as one, you belong to the wider picture of
Life. So for you my dear friends, you are finding
your way in beginning to know what the plan of
life is. There is much you will never understand
whilst here. This, too, we have discussed, but let
us take the next question: ‘Why?’ Why is there
existence? Why does mankind strive for this
knowledge? Because, my dear friends, it is a
natural inquisitiveness within him to find the
reason why. That is why mankind in time past
has become more interested in that which lays
outside of this planet ... of this universe. That
curiosity is a form of searching for ‘why?’ I wish
to tell you that as you leave these many
universes behind, you realize that still you
remain within a ‘Void’. Your scientists and those
who are interested in other life forms are
beginning to understand how little they know.
Do you understand that each star, each planet,
has a form of communication? (Pause) This we
have not spoken of; but if you accept that all of
life, all of consciousness is expansion and
knowledge, then of course there has to be a
form of communication—not in the sense that
you would understand, by words, but by energy.
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Each form of energy has colour—this we have
spoken of briefly.
George: Yes, and Bonniol spoke of a pulsing light
(yes) which would be seen from out in space on
approaching planets and suns. Is that something
you …
This is an experience that is open to all within
many universes, but I am trying to take you just
a little further. As you leave behind those lights,
those planets, those universes, still you realize
that although you belong to the whole, you are
still within a void. But within the void there is
knowledge, knowledge of all planets, all
universes, all things. This is a knowledge that is
the ‘WHY’ of existence.
George: Might I ask if the void is synonymous
with Great Creative Force?
The void is the result of the Creative Force. It is
this seeking, the returning of the energy of the
Creative Force. We are speaking of deep matters
here.
George: Yes. So, in a manner of speaking, the void
encapsulates all.
Yes ... yes. As you are one small planet, you are
captured within that void, which again is only
part of the knowledge; it contains many
vibrations of energy and each vibration of
energy belongs to colour. And as it is upon this
earth and spirit, where communication needs a
blending of energy, so too within the void are
there communications with energy. Do you
understand my dear friends? I do not want to
take you too far without understanding.
George: So there would be blending of energies
within the void and that is how we should see
communication.
Knowledge ... that is where knowledge lies and
that is only part of the whole. Do you therefore
see the expansion, the continuity of life, the
knowledge, the growth—all part of the Creative
Force; and yet here you are, one little being
and how really insignificant you are within the
whole. Would you like to ask any questions?
George: Insignificant and yet we connect
throughout ...
Yes. You can imagine yourself as the bottom of
your big toe, reaching and searching for the top
of the head. Can you see how mammoth that
would seem?

George: Yes. I have read articles about the
question ‘why?’ Why are we here, why is the
entire system here? And some authors have
dismissed this rather flippantly and compared it
to a ‘free lunch’, which isn’t really an answer at
all. But you have given us a wonderful insight.
We are here in order for the Creative Force to
express all things. For that ... I am searching for
the word that you would understand—perhaps
just to say that the Creative Force is looking for
expression in all forms of existence. Therefore,
to continue that expansion of consciousness,
which in turn affects every being, every
universe—all of existence. Do you understand
my dear friends?
Rod: I think this is far more complex than I’d ever
envisaged, obviously. Does it need … do you have
to organize it? Does it organize itself? Do you
have to control it?
There are—and I use the word reservedly—
there are laws to abide by, of course, but not in
the way you would understand. Of course, there
has to be structure, there has to be intelligence,
and remember my dear friends these are earthly
words which I use to really describe to you
something that is really far beyond what you
could truly understand.
George: It seems to me that the Great Creative
Force actions all this into growth (yes) in order to
be able to examine its expression or grow further
from that expression.
There has to be expansion; that is why the
Creative Force needs to have some form of
expression. But that basically answers the
question ‘why?’—a question which has puzzled
mankind and those on other planets for so long,
because the understanding has not been
available to them, although nothing has
changed. It has always been, but consciousness
has grown, evolution has changed planets.
George: This question ‘why?’ has been examined,
as you say, by our exploring outwards (yes), it is
also being currently examined scientifically by a
huge cyclotron (yes) constructed at CERN in
Switzerland which has taken many, many years to
construct and it is specifically to answer or
attempt to find out ‘why?’—and that
construction is about to come on stream, I
understand. Now I don’t know where the Great
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Creative Force would fit into this construction or
perhaps it is part of the growing expression.
Yes. I am aware of what you speak of, and of
course any attempt to try to understand ... in
our world can only be for the good, because it
shows that mankind is opening up in his own
consciousness to try—and I hasten to add, they
will never fully understand, but they are trying
to understand.
George: And a refreshing part of this
development is that it’s seen to be huge
investment for no, no monetary gain whatsoever
(yes)—and this is rare in our history.
That is why I say it can only be good, because it
is affecting the consciousness of man; not the
emotional being, not the monetary gain being,
but because they are seeking. And remember, if
you seek you will be given answers. You
understand?
George: Yes, and I know there are a number of
scientists who’ll be absolutely delighted if they
find answers.
Yes. The seeking is important.
George: And their excitement will probably travel
around the world.
Anything to do with the ‘way’ and ‘why’ will
always find ears to listen. They will also find ears
that disbelieve or refuse to listen, but that does
not halt the progress that is being made by
many, not only in your world as I have said, but
in other planets who are also seeking. Now my
friends, I hope I have brought to you a little
more to think about.
Affirmations
George: Yes, that is a wonderful teaching for us.
It becomes ever more difficult when we reach
this stage of explanation, because it is difficult to
find words or expression to explain to you
something so wonderful, so magnificent that it is
just too much sometimes for the human brain to
take and understand—but I hope I have brought
it to you as usual in a simple and understandable
way.
George: Yes. And these words can be written
down and they can be read through more than
once if necessary (yes) and that always helps with
the thinking.
Yes. You tend to absorb that information a little
more easily, I agree.

Rod: Can I just ask a simple question? When we
come back onto earth, they wipe the computer
(memory) completely clean and we come back
with no memories of our previous spirit life, or
very little, although I understand on a previous
talk you did say they were bringing children down
with some memories. The question is, you talk
about other planets all over the universes, do
they have the same problem? Do they come
down with the computer completely cleared,
their memories completely cleared of previous
life?
That is part of spirit world, whether you come
from this planet or another, those who
reincarnate for whatever reason tend to have
the memory erased, otherwise what would be
the purpose of learning? But not all people have
that memory erased—some are able to
remember, but that is not the normal. Most
people do not remember why they have
returned, but it does not apply only to this
planet. Is that helpful?
Rod: It does, thank you very, very much. I didn’t
want to feel we were the odd one out!
Chuckles
There is nothing odd, there is nothing special—
you are just part of being ... on this one planet.
You understand?
Rod: And may I just say on my behalf how
honoured I am to get this information from you—
I know the rest are, but I feel very honoured.
Thank you very much.
I never cease to be amazed by this humility that
each of you show towards my words. I should be
the one who comes in humility. I am most
grateful to you all that you accept not only my
words, but that you extend to me much love,
which in turn enables my own growth. And as
always my dear friends I will take this time to
say to you, I leave you with the thoughts of this
evening, with my love, with my upliftment and
with the support of all in spirit who draw close
to you. I will let your evening continue.
General thanks from all present. It is remarkable
to observe that there was not one single cough
throughout the proceedings!
George’s notes:
Clearly, this was one of those wonderful deeply
philosophical teachings for which a few, more
extensive than usual, scientific notes will
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hopefully help to clarify. As the scientist present
on this occasion, I will do my best:
Space: We have come a long, long way since that
period in the mid-20th century when the majority
who taught physics strongly asserted that space
was nothing and I recall, as a young student,
being ‘put down’ for daring to think otherwise.
There were just a few who thought that if we
have to assign any properties at all to space then
it cannot be written off as ‘nothing’.
VOID: In astronomy, void is a term used to denote
areas in the sky of ‘cosmic nothingness’, defined
as ‘empty space containing no normal and no
dark matter’. Normal matter includes planets,
stars and galaxies. Dark matter is matter that
does not interact with electromagnetic force but
its existence can be inferred from gravitational
data. The largest void (recently) found is nearly
one billion light-years across. Recent articles
declare its reason for existence to be unknown.
This, in astronomy, is a hot topic.
In classical physics the void is nothing (no matter
or energy) and it remains a mystery.
[Quantum theory/physics: That tremendously
significant and successful branch of theoretical
physics based on the assumption that energy is
comprised of quanta or tiny discrete units.]
VOID deduced from Quantum Physics: This is the
exciting concept that connects strongly with the
Salumet teaching. Quantum theory sees the void
as a virtual mass of virtual particles that forever
appear and disappear. This theoretical
phenomenon is called ‘quantum fluctuations’. It
follows that there is an intrinsic energy within the
void, and this is known as zero-point energy. This
energy would be infinite if it takes the form of a
continuum, and each cubic millimetre would
contain enough zero-point energy to create a new
universe! This derives from the theory. And a
general statement of quantum theory is that
every particle (of our universe) is a (waved)
excitation of an underlying field. This is of course
adequate description of how all solid matter of
our familiar universe derives from the underlying
energy. In 1948, Henrik Casimir had predicted
from theory that two facing mirrors in ‘empty
space’ placed one micrometre apart (1/1,000,000
metre = 1/1,000 millimetre) will produce a
disturbance in the quantum fluctuations that will
pull the mirrors together. Only in this last decade

has nanotechnology advanced sufficiently to be
able to use the ‘atomic force microscope’ to test
Casimir’s prediction. He is now seen to have been
perfectly correct and zero-point energy is now a
scientifically proven property of the void.
Therefore, the enormous energy of the void that
has the capability of converting to matter, to
which Salumet refers, has recently become a part
of our scientific reasoning process.
27th May 2002: When we first got to hear of the
term ‘zero-point energy’ or ‘zero-point field’, we
checked with Salumet if this was one of the newly
discovered energies that he had mentioned as a
significant advance for humankind sometime
earlier. His reply then: I have held back my words
to you ... because did I not tell you that there
would be many discoveries on this planet that
were unknown to you at the time? And now, 6years on, he evidently considers it the time to
speak in some detail on this subject. Timing has
always been important.
[Universes: Salumet has from time to time
referred to a plurality of universes. This plurality
agrees with ‘string theory’ requirement and while
our universe is based on space-time, others will
have different dimensional arrangements.]
CERN: Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
(European Organisation for Particle Physics
Research), outside Geneva is funded by 20
European member states including UK. The
project began in 1952 with the construction of a
small synchrocyclotron (1954) to accelerate and
study colliding atomic particles, under the
direction of Prof C Bakker. The current enormous
accelerator is 27Km circumference, built into the
countryside. A very special camera to record
collision data of particles travelling near light
velocity weighs 20 tons and has taken 10 years to
build. It is the total assembly of a giant
synchrocyclotron that has taken so many years to
construct and it is about to come on stream.
It is clear from Salumet’s words that the void that
envelops all contains more subtle qualities than
will be found in the CERN project, and it relates
quite closely to Creative Force = universal
consciousness = God ... and the creation ~~

